A targetable fluorescent probe for real-time monitoring of fluoride ions in mitochondria.
Fluorion are pivotal anions in biology because they play an important role in dental care, treating osteoporosis, preventing tooth decay and promoting the healthy growth of bone. Studies have shown that high levels of fluoride will lead to the inactivation of the mitochondria. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a method to detect the fluoride anions in the mitochondria. Herein, we have developed a novel mitochondrial-target fluorescent probe for detecting F- in living cells. The probe exhibited excellent sensitivity and high selectivity for F- over the other relative species. With changing fluoride ions, the fluorescence spectrum of the probe changed significantly with a large turn-on fluorescence signal. Cell imaging indicated that the probe can penetrate viable cell membranes and rapidly detects and images fluorion over other anions in the mitochondria.